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RESUME

EXPERIENCE

05 JUN 2017 - PRESENT

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER - REMOTE
Australian Opal United Kingdom

05 OCT 2018 - PRESENT

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER - REMOTE
Dotara Bajai Bangladesh

01 DEC 2017 - 29 SEP 2022

DATA ENTRY OPERATOR
BANGLADESH ELECTION COMMISSION Bangladesh

EDUCATION

2016 - 2020

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
National University

PROFILE
An enthusiastic, motivated and adaptable indi-
vidual with excellent communication, interper-
sonal and organisational skills. I am keen, consci-
entious, with a friendly disposition; I have been 
placed in positions of trust with a great deal of 
responsibility. I am an efficient and reliable 
worker, who can work alone or as part of a team. 
I can work well under extreme pressure, and 
remain calm with the ability to prioritise.
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BRANDING
Project

Newmaric
Watch Project

I designed a complete brand package for NewMaric Watch Compa-
ny. This includes a stylish logo, a professional business card, an 
attractive flyer, and a cool t-shirt design. The logo is a mix of classic 
and modern styles, the business card looks sharp, the flyer shows off 
their watches, and the t-shirt is trendy. These elements help NewMaric 
stand out as a top-notch watch brand for both watch lovers and 
fashion-conscious buyers.

CLIENT:
Newmaric
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Code Creative Project

Through a blend of creativity and technical prowess, I've crafted a 
comprehensive suite of brand assets for Code Creative Company. 
This includes captivating logos, sleek business cards, eye-catching 
book covers, engaging calendars, dynamic flyers, professional ID 
cards, appealing mug and notepad designs, attention-grabbing 
standing banners, and stylish t-shirt and banner designs. Each piece 
reflects a harmonious fusion of aesthetics and functionality, setting a 
distinctive tone for the brand's visual identity

CLIENT:
Code
Creative
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Tutor Project

I made a branding package for Tutor, including a logo, business card, 
flyer, mug design, and desk calendar. The logo has a book and gradu-
ation cap, and I used blue and gold colors. The business card makes 
it easy for tutors and clients to connect. The flyer shows Tutor's 
services with pictures and quotes. The mug has the logo and quotes, 
and the desk calendar has educational quotes too. This branding 
makes Tutor look trustworthy and professional, with a memorable 
identity.

CLIENT:
Tutor
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Logo
Design

Logo Design

Explore a curated collection of my logo designs, each a testament to 
the power of visual identity. From sleek and modern to intricate and 
ornate, these logos are crafted to capture the essence of diverse 
brands. Each design is a blend of artistry and strategic thinking, creat-
ing distinctive marks that leave a lasting impression. Discover a port-
folio that showcases a range of styles, all tailored to amplify brand 
presence and recognition.
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Business Card
Design

Business Card Design

Within my portfolio, you'll find an impressive array of business card 
designs that exemplify my expertise in visual branding. Each card is 
meticulously crafted to convey the essence of the respective busi-
nesses, striking a balance between professionalism and creativity. 
From sleek minimalism to bold and vibrant concepts, my designs are 
a testament to the diverse range of clients I've had the privilege to 
serve.
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Flyer
Design

Flyer Design

Within my portfolio, you'll find a diverse collection of flyer designs that 
showcase my creative prowess and attention to detail. From corpo-
rate events to promotional campaigns, each flyer is a testament to 
my ability to blend compelling visuals with concise messaging. 
Explore a range of styles and themes that bring a unique and impact-
ful touch to every project
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Poster
Design

Poster Design

Within my portfolio, you'll find a diverse collection of poster designs 
that exemplify my creative vision and design expertise. Each piece is 
a testament to my ability to communicate messages effectively 
through visual storytelling. From captivating event promotions to 
impactful marketing materials, my posters are a fusion of artistry and 
strategic thinking, leaving a lasting impression on viewers and con-
tributing to the success of various campaigns and events.
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T-Shirt
Design

Poster Design

Dive into a vibrant world of wearable artistry with my T-shirt design 
portfolio. Each piece is a testament to creativity, seamlessly blending 
visual appeal with meaningful messaging. From bold graphics to 
intricate illustrations, every design tells a unique story, offering a 
glimpse into a diverse range of styles and themes. Explore this collec-
tion and discover how each tee becomes a canvas for self-expres-
sion and brand identity.
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Banner
Design

Banner Design

Experience the artistry and innovation behind my banner designs. 
From captivating digital promotions to striking event displays, each 
piece is a testament to my ability to blend creativity with strategic 
messaging. Explore a diverse range of banners that capture attention, 
convey messages, and leave a lasting impression. These designs not 
only elevate brand visibility but also inspire engagement and action.
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Book Cover
Design

Book cover Design

Within my portfolio, you'll find a diverse collection of book cover 
designs that showcase my versatility and creativity. Each cover is a 
testament to my ability to capture the essence of a story and trans-
late it into compelling visuals. From minimalist elegance to bold, 
eye-catching designs, my portfolio exemplifies a range of styles 
tailored to meet the unique needs of each project. These book covers 
not only serve as visual gateways to captivating stories but also stand 
as a testament to my commitment to exceptional design.
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Background
Remove

Book cover Design

Within my portfolio, I showcase a proficiency in background removal, 
a skill that lends a polished and professional touch to images. With 
precision and attention to detail, I seamlessly extract subjects from 
their original context, allowing them to stand out vividly. This expertise 
enhances the overall visual appeal of my work, demonstrating a 
commitment to producing clean and striking visuals for diverse 
creative projects.
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Opal Bacground Remove
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Toy Bacground Remove

Product Bacground Remove
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Thank you for your time
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